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1.  The explosion of video 
2. Video at university level 
3. S by S method 
4. Production/Story boarding 
5. Recording 
6. Post production 
7. Best practices and lessons learned 



 
   
 
 
 

Rechercher 
 
 

YouTube  “An elephant story” 23 of April 2005 
 
Google 9 October 2006 
  
Today 100 hours of video each minute on the 
web. 
 
 
  
  



Video at  university 

1.  Media Server Course automatically 
recorded 

2.  Self-made video 
3.  Streaming 
4.  Video as course complement  
5.  NOOC 







BodyLanguage 



BodyLanguage 





And all the new formats ….. 

xMOOC massive online course 
 
SOOC small online course 
 
SPOC small private online course 
 
COOC corporate open online course 
 
MOOR massive online research 



Preparation 

Spending time preparing a video is crucial 
 
 
Preparation includes academic content but should also 
take  
into account communication rules. 
 
We have to be didactic, to foster memorisation and 
learning. 
 
Emotion, aesthetics and effectiveness are key to 
success 
 
 



The course  



Frame for scenario 



Trame tournage 



 
Repetition for the new sequence 



Retranscription 



Iconography/Illustration 



Preparation 

The content of the course is analysed 
 
The course is organised in chapters and 
subchapters following a storyline 
 
Each chapter is developed scene by scene 
in a storyboard 
 
Visualisation  
Illustrations, animations, key words and 
experts contributions. 
 
 
 
 
 



storyboard 



Script for editing 



Video   and  universities 



Acting 

Orality, story telling 
 
Fluency of speech, tone 
 
Body language 
 
Make up 
 
 
 
 



Body  language 



Eyes language 



Modd language  



Make up 



BodyLanguage 

Direction/Coaching 



Framing 

 
Framing gives a message… 
 
Close-up 
Medium close up 
Mid shot 
Full shot 
 
 
…and a rythm 
 
 
 
 



BodyLanguage 



m-learning 





Don’t forget: 
 
Avoid the use of teleprompter or paper 
 
A Prezi is a prezi, not a video 
 
Same applies for Powerpoints 
 
         « The medium is the message »  

                  Marshall McLuhan 

 
 



Thank you for your attention 
 

QUESTIONS ? 
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